To

All Officers of EPFO
Head Office/Zonal Office’s/Regional Office’s

Subject: Live Webinar on Digital Leadership Today on 27th August, 2020 @ 12.30 PM

Madam/Sir,

ETHRWorld.com and Skillsoft is organising a Webinar on Live Webinar on Digital Leadership Today on 27th August, 2020 @ 12.30 PM.

There have been many significant global events at the beginning of 2020, especially with investments in technology, and a shift in the working model of many organizations. Multiple organizations had planned for shifts due to digital transformation, and a number of factors accelerated the shifts, making changes possible, and required.

In this webinar, organized by ETHRWorld.com and Skillsoft, participants will learn the core principles of digital leadership and how they can successfully establish modern leadership.

Key Takeaways:

- Why is leadership development at scale more important now than ever?
- What are employees thinking?
- What does digital leadership look like?
- What can modern leadership development look like?
- What are the characteristics of a modern learner?
Who Should Attend

- CHROs & HR Leaders
- Learning & Development Heads/Chief Learning Officers
- Directors/Heads of Talent Management
- Employee Experience Champions
- Business Leaders & Policy Makers

ABOUT THE SPEAKER

Benny Ramos is currently the Solution Expert for business and leadership at Skillsoft. Prior to this, he was leading a Customer Success team focused on aiding clients on learning program strategy, marketing, and measurement. A seasoned strategist with over 18 years of experience in the learning industry, he brings relevant insights to clients in North America and Asia. Ramos collaborates with organizations to help them understand how to utilize learning technology to drive performance. He has a keen understanding of leadership competencies and best practices and acts as the Voice of the Customer to help drive and improvements in products. Prior to joining Skillsoft, Ramos led a learning function for a large Canadian telecom firm which helps him provide a strategic and tactical perspective when speaking to audiences. As an advocate for leadership and the modern learner, he is passionate about improving all aspects of the employee life cycle and has been featured in various publications, and a featured speaker of online learning and measurement at events throughout Canada and the U.S. and APAC.

The link to Register and attend the Webinar is given below:

https://hr.economictimes.indiatimes.com/webinars/digital-leadership-today/629

Officers of EPFO are encouraged to register and take advantage to upgrade their knowledge and skills. This is a wonderful opportunity for Officers to up their efficiency and productivity to face professional challenges and establish modern leadership.

(This issues with the approval of Competent Authority)